The purpose of these briefings is to give you an idea of what to expect weather-wise for the time period indicated above, and to give you a heads-up as to what types of weather hazards and weather impacts, if any, are possible.
The Upcoming Weather Pattern

Key Points:

- Stationary front keeps high chances of rain in the forecast through Tuesday
- Chance of rain continues through Wednesday night
- Brief dry stretch Thursday into Friday
- Rain returns for Saturday
- Well above normal temperatures until Thursday, then temperatures drop back to normal
Severe Thunderstorm Potential for Days 1-3
Courtesy of the Storm Prediction Center (www.spc.noaa.gov)

Key Points:

• While thunderstorms are possible across the state over the next three days, the threat for severe weather should be contained to the western mountains on Tuesday.
Accumulated Precipitation Forecasts Through the Next 7 Days

Courtesy of the Weather Prediction Center (www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov)

Key Points:

- As noted earlier, Thursday and Friday should be the brief dry stretch in the forecast.

- 7-day rainfall totals should range from ½ inch in the south to as much as 2 inches across central counties.
Summary for the Week

- Stationary front keeps high chances of rain in the forecast through Tuesday night
- Chance of rain continues through Wednesday night
- Brief dry stretch Thursday into Friday
- Rain returns for Saturday
- Well above normal temperatures until Thursday, then temperatures drop back to normal
- 7-day rainfall totals should range from ½ inch in the south to as much as 2 inches across central counties.